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Resource Depletion, Factor Proportions, and Trade 

Nonrenewable resources provide the foundation for exports and income in many 

countries.  Consider a small open economy depleting a nonrenewable resource for a resource 

intensive export.  High transport cost precludes direct export of the resource.  The resource is 

combined with capital and labor to produce the export and an import competing good.  This 

structure describes a small, resource abundant, developing country with nonrenewable 

hydrocarbon or mineral resources.  The critical issue is how to maintain or increase income as the 

nonrenewable resource is depleted.   

The present model integrates factor proportions production, resource economics, and 

economic growth.  With optimal depletion, the resource is depleted so its price grows at the rate 

of the capital return.  Capital grows with investment from saving, and labor at a constant rate.  

The general equilibrium of production involves the dynamics of depletion as well as the wage, 

capital return, the two outputs, and income.   

Resource input diminishes with its rising price as the resource stock is depleted.  The 

economy moves toward labor intensive production with the wage rising as capital return falling.  

In spite of the declining gains from trade, income can increase with sufficient investment.  Taxes 

on depletion, outputs, and factor prices have different transitory effects with long term trends 

resuming.                  

The following section reviews the related literature and previews the model.  The second 

section introduces the dynamics followed by a section with a short review of substitution in 

production.  Sections 4 and 5 then present the model followed by a section on taxing trade and 

another on taxing depletion.  Section 8 presents simulations with log linear production functions, 
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followed by a section examining the alternative assumptions of a constant depletion rate, tragedy 

of the commons, and myopic resource owner.   

1.  A review of the related literature  

The present model builds on factor proportions production with elements of resource 

economics and growth theory.  The general equilibrium, factor proportions model assumes full 

employment of factors and competitive pricing of goods.  The present model with three factors 

and two goods is developed by Ruffin (1981), Jones and Easton (1983), and Thompson (1985).  

The assumption of optimal depletion ties the resource price to the capital return, simplifying the 

structure of the model.  The factor supply dynamics, however, complicate the analysis with a 

shifting production frontier.     

Optimal depletion theory treats the stock of the nonrenewable resource as an asset 

equivalent to capital in the literature including Dixit, Hammond, and Hoel (1980), Hamilton 

(1995), Withagen and Asheim (1998), and Sato and Kim (2002).  The resource owner depletes to 

keep its price rising at the rate of the capital return assuming a perfect asset market.  The 

resource enters the utility function in the optimal depletion literature, while the present model 

treats the resource as a factor of production.   

Economic growth with optimal depletion of a nonrenewable resource as in Stiglitz (1974), 

Dasgupta and Heal (1979), and Solow (1974, 1986) has a single output.  Hartwick (1977) shows 

income is maintained in the model with resource and capital inputs if all resource income is 

invested.  In the model including labor, Thompson (2012) finds that resource and income must be 

invested.  The present paper expands this three factor growth model to two goods.     

The “Dutch disease” literature including Corden and Neary (1982) focuses on a booming 

resource sector and declining manufacturing, capturing the situation of a developed country with 
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a resource discovery.  In the present model, depletion of the known resource stock and 

investment move the economy away from exporting the resource intensive good in a situation 

more akin to a resource abundant developing country.   

The growth model of van Geldrop and Withagen (1993) assumes capital and a single 

output traded at world prices.  In the present model, a fixed exogenous capital return would 

imply a constant percentage increase in the resource price and faster depletion.  The falling 

capital return in the present model implies a convex resource price path and slower depletion.       

Bretscher and Valente (2012) and Gaitan and Roe (2012) analyze the dynamics of the 

terms of trade for a resource exporting country.  For a given worldwide stock, the terms of trade 

for a resource exporter would improve but the level of trade would diminish.  The present small 

open economy exports a resource intensive good at fixed terms of trade and is able to move 

toward other production through investment.  

The two sector growth model of Uzawa (1963) and Takayama (1963) has produced capital 

goods in one sector.  The other sector produces consumer goods with capital and labor inputs.  

The present model assumes capital goods are a costless transformation of income as in 

neoclassical growth theory.            

2.  The basics of the present dynamic factor proportions model    

 The underlying structure of the present dynamic model is the general equilibrium of two 

traded goods produced with three factors of production.  Labor Lt grows at the constant rate λ. 

The capital stock Kt grows with investment based on the saving rate .  Income Yt is determined 

as the sum of payments to the three factors or the sum of the value of the two outputs.  Capital 

and labor are combined with the resource Nt to produce the two outputs xjt traded at exogenous 

world prices pj for j = 1, 2.  Depletion Nt reduces the resource stock St.   
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 The three factors are mobile between sectors and paid marginal products.  The evolving 

wage wt and capital return rt endogenously clear those factor markets.  The resource owner 

optimally depletes to ensure price nt increases at the rate of the capital return rt.  While resource 

markets are often characterized by supply disruptions, underlying price trends tend to resurface.         

  Factor intensity is critical to the evolving economy, as is substitution between the three 

factors.  Capital and labor are fully employed.  The two goods are competitively produced with 

average cost equal to price.  Neoclassical production functions exhibit constant returns, the 

production structure of factor proportions theory.  The factor price and output paths depend on 

factor intensity, substitution, and the state of the economy.     

3.  Labor growth, investment, and optimal depletion 

The growth of labor and capital is based on neoclassical growth theory.  Labor Lt grows at 

the constant rate λ ≡ Lt′/Lt where the prime ′ represents a time derivative, Lt′ = dLt/dt.   

The instantaneous change in capital Kt′ = dKt/dt equals investment assuming no 

depreciation.  The constant saving rate σ implies Kt′ = σYt where Yt is income.  Capital is 

transformed from capital without cost.  

Capital Kt is fully utilized in the two sectors according to Kt = jKjt = jaKjtxjt where aKjt is the 

flexible cost minimizing input of capital per unit of output xjt at time t.  Labor is fully employed 

according to Lt = jLjt = jaLjtxjt.  The resource enters production in both sectors according to Nt = 

jNjt = jaNjtxjt.   

Depletion Nt reduces the resource stock St according to Nt = -St′.  Optimal depletion 

implies the Hotelling (1931) condition that equates the rate of return on the resource stock to the 

capital return, nt′/nt = rt implying the asset market clearing condition,  

nt′ = rtnt .         (1) 
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Transport costs are assumed too high for the resource rich country to export the resource 

directly.  Where nt* is the global price of the resource and T its transport cost, the maintained 

assumption is nt* – T < nt.   

Income is the payment to domestic factors with constant returns and competitive factor 

markets according to the Euler theorem, Yt = rtKt + wtLt + ntNt.  Factors are paid marginal products 

in both sectors assuming free mobility.  Income is equivalently output Yt = jpjxjt at exogenous 

world prices pj implying Yt′ = jpjxjt′. 

4.  A summary of substitution in production 

The cost minimizing input mix adjusts to changing factor prices as developed by Allen 

(1938) and Takayama (1982).  Three inputs include the possibility of complements and elastic 

substitutes analyzed by Thompson (2006).  Assume the neoclassical production functions xjt = 

xj(Kjt, Ljt, Njt) with constant returns to scale.  Depletion changes according to Nt′ = jxjtaNjt′ + 

jaNjtxjt′.  Homothetic production implies the flexible unit inputs aNj are functions of factor prices 

only.    

Where Sikt represents the evolving substitution of factor i relative to the price of factor k 

at time t, adjustment in the resource input expands to 

Nt′ = SNrtrt′ + SNwtwt′ + SNntnt′ + jaNjtxjt′,     (2) 

with similar terms for capital substitution SKit and labor substitution SLit.  For the resource, cross 

price substitution relative to the capital return is SNrt ≡ jxjt(aNjt′/rt′) and relative to the wage SNwt ≡ 

jxjt(aNjt′/wt′) with the negative own price term SNnt ≡ jxjt(aNjt′/nt′).   

Cost minimization and Shephard’s lemma imply the flexible unit inputs aijt are first order 

partial derivatives of the cost function with respect to factor prices.  Negative own price 

substitution follows from concave cost functions.  Assuming production is homogeneous of 
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degree one, the cost minimizing aijt are homogeneous of degree zero.  Young’s theorem implies 

symmetric substitution terms, Sikt = Skit.    

5.  The dynamic general equilibrium and factor intensity  

The first equation in the system (3) below is capital utilization including the condition Kt′ = 

σYt.  The second equation includes Lt′ = λLt in the labor employment condition.  The resource 

utilization condition (2) in the third equation includes the optimal price change nt′ from (1).   

The last two equations in (3) are competitive pricing of the goods.  Price equals cost, pj = 

aKjrt + aLjtwt + aNjtnt for good j where pj is given for the small open economy.  Differentiate and 

simplify with the cost minimizing envelope condition to find pj′ = aKjtrt′ + aLjtwt′ + aNjtnt′.   

In the dynamic system of instantaneous changes,  

SKrt      SKwt      0 aK1t       aK2t    rt′              σYt – SKntrtnt  

 SLrt       SLwt     0 aL1t      aL2t    wt′             λLt – SLntrtnt    

 SNrt SNwt      -1 aN1t aN2t    Nt′   =  -SNntrtnt                      (3) 

aK1t aL1t     0            0  0    x1t′     p1′ – aN1trtnt          

  aK2t aL2t     0          0  0    x2t’             p2′ – aN2trtnt    , 

changes in world prices p1′ and p2′ are set to zero for the small open economy.  Endogenous 

instantaneous changes rt′, wt′, Nt′, and xjt′ depend on factor intensity, substitution, and the state 

of the economy in the levels of rt, nt, Yt, and Lt.  The change in income Yt′ is derived separately.  

The model is solved by Cramer’s rule with its negative determinant Δt = -(aK1taL2t – aL1taK2t)2 < 0.   

The resource is most intensive or extreme in producing exported good 1 with labor 

extreme for import competing good 2.  Capital is the middle factor in the intensity condition,  

aN1t/aN2t > aK1t/aK2t > aL1t/aL2t .        (4) 

Three terms summarize this factor intensity,  

aNKt ≡ aN1taK2t – aK1taN2t > 0        
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aNLt ≡ aN1taL2t – aL1taN2t > 0       (5) 

aKLt ≡ aK1taL2t – aL1taK2t > 0 . 

The resource is intensive in good 1 relative to both capital and more so relative to labor.  Labor is 

intensive in good 2 relative to capital, and more so relative to the resource.  The middle factor 

capital is intensive in good 1 relative to labor, but intensive in good 2 relative to the resource.     

6.  Endogenous factor prices, depletion, and production  

The directions of evolving changes in the capital return and wage solving (3) depend only 

on factor intensity, 

  rt′ = -aNLtrtnt/aKLt < 0             (6) 

  wt′ = aNKtrtnt/aKLt > 0 . 

The wage rises given factor intensity (5) as the declining depletion favors import competing 

production and its extreme labor input.  The return rt to the middle factor capital diminishes as its 

supply increases. 

If labor were the middle factor, the signs in (6) would be reversed.  Capital would then 

benefit as the intensive factor in the expanding import competing industry.  If the resource were 

the middle factor, both changes in (6) would be negative.  The declining resource input would 

then lower productivities of both other factors.         

The directions of change in (6) are independent of the evolving levels of capital and labor, 

the factor price equalization property between these two factors.  The capital/labor ratio Kt/Lt in 

the economy depends on the rates of labor growth and saving as well as the state of the 

economy, rising if Yt/Kt > /.           

The second order effect of the resource price nt′′ depends on factor intensity as well as 

the levels of nt and rt in the condition nt′′ = rtnt′ + ntrt′ = (aKLtrt – aNLtnt)rrnt/aKLt.  From (5) aNLt > aKLt 
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implying the path of the resource price is increasing concave if nt  rt as would occur eventually.  

At lower levels of nt in the early stages of depletion, however, the resource price path could be 

increasing convex.     

Solving the system (3) for the change in depletion,  

  Nt′ = -rtnt32/t < 0 ,        (7) 

where 32 is the determinant of the factor proportions model with three factors and two goods.  

Neoclassical production and cost minimization imply 32 < 0 as developed by Chang (1979) and 

Thompson (1985).  The familiar assumption of declining depletion in partial equilibrium is due to 

the neoclassical production functions.  Resource demand is downward sloping regardless output 

effects, factor prices, factor intensity, or substitution.   

Output of exported good 1 evolves according to 

  x1t′ = [aKLtt – rtnt(aNKtS1t + aNLtS2t + aKLtS3t)]/aKLt
2 ,    (8) 

where S1t  aL2tSKwt – aK2tSLwt > 0, S2t  aK2tSKLt – aL2tSKrt > 0, S3t  aL2tSKnt – aK2tSLnt, and t  aL2tσYt – 

aK2tλLt.  There is a presumption that x1t′ < 0 but the direction of change depends on factor 

intensity, substitution, and the state of the economy.  High saving and low labor growth favor an 

increase in x1t.  The opposite presumption for import competing output is x2t′ > 0.   

The change in income is Yt′ = x1′ + xt2′ given p1′ = p2′ = 0.  As suggested by (8) the change in 

income Yt′ depends on factor intensity, substitution, and the state of the economy.  Higher saving 

favors increases in both outputs.  While the rising wage and resource price favor rising income, 

the declining capital return favors a decrease.  A larger supply of labor favors rising income.  A 

higher level of depletion favors rising income as well.  A higher capital stock, however, favors 

falling income with the falling capital return.  In a developing country with a low level of capital 
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and high level of labor, income would more likely rise.  Income per worker rises under the 

condition Yt′ > Yt. 

7.  The production frontier and trade 

Adjustments in production and trade are illustrated in Figure 1.  Homothetic utility implies 

the constant consumption ratio c1/c2 at exogenous world prices.  Production occurs at point P0 on 

the production frontier with utility maximizing consumption at C0.  The exogenous terms of trade 

tt for the small open economy imply balanced trade on the trade triangle.  The height of the 

terms of trade line tt connecting P0 and C0 is a gauge of income. 

* Figure 1 * 

The production frontier shifts due to changing factor supplies with depletion, investment, 

and labor growth.  For discussion, assume the production point moves northwest in Figure 1 with 

falling export production and rising import competing production.  Income increases with the 

production point moving above the tt line in Figure 1 if the increase in the value of import 

competing production outweighs the decrease in the value of export production.  That is, income 

rises if x2t′ > -x1t′.  If the new production point were below the tt line, income would fall.     

8.  Taxes on trade and depletion  

Tariffs or taxes on trade change domestic prices of the two goods.  Exogenous world 

prices are unaffected.  For simplicity assume p1 = p2 = 1.  The price of the import with tariff rate t 

is then (1 + t).  A change in the tariff changes domestic price by dt.  Solving the system (3) for this 

effective change in the price of imported good 2,  

 rt′/dt = rt′ – aL1t/aKLt < 0        (9) 

  wt′/dt = wt′ + aK1t/aKLt > 0 , 

where rt′ < 0 and wt′ > 0 are the evolving factor price trends in (6).   
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The impacts of a change in the tariff are the products of the partial derivatives in (9) and 

t′.  An increase in the tariff rate reinforces the rising wage and falling capital return.  If labor were 

intensive in import production relative to capital, the tariff would work in opposite directions 

with the underlying trends resuming.      

The effect of the tariff on depletion depends on substitution, 

  Nt′/dt = Nt′ – (aNKtS4t + aNLtS5t + aKLtS6t)/aKLt
2,     (10) 

where S4t  aL1tSKwt – aK1tSLwt > 0,  S5t  aK1tSKrt – aL1tSKrt > 0, and S6t  aL1tSNrt – aK1tSNwt.  The 

negative term Nt′ < 0 in (10) is the underlying diminished depletion from (7).  The tariff is 

expected to lower depletion by reducing the level of trade.  An increase in depletion is favored, 

however, by a negative S6t with the resource a strong substitute relative to the rising wage and a 

weak substitute or complement relative to the rising capital return.   

An export tax or subsidy changes its price inside the economy.  An export tax  reduces 

the price received by firms to (1 - )p1 = 1 -  while a subsidy raises the price to 1 +  assuming p1 = 

1.  Solving the system (3) for a change d in the export subsidy or tax, the capital return adjusts 

according to  

rt′/d = rt′ + aL2t/aKLt ,        (11) 

where rt′ < 0 is the underlying negative trend in (6).  Combining (6) and (11) the change the 

export price has a transitory positive effect on the capital return assuming rtnt < aL2t/aLNt.  An 

export subsidy would have a positive effect on the capital return given low levels of rt and nt and 

low resource intensity relative to labor in export production.  Regardless of any transitory effect, 

the negative trend in rt resumes.    

The wage is affected by the export subsidy/tax in the system (3) according to 

wt′/d = wt′ – aK2t/aKLt ,       (12) 
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where wt′ > 0 is the underlying positive trend from (6).  From (6) and (12) an increase in the 

export price has a negative transitory effect on the wage if rtnt < aK2t/aNKt.  An export subsidy then 

has a negative transitory effect on the wage given low levels of rt and nt and low intensity of the 

resource relative to capital in export production.  Regardless, the underlying positive wage trend 

in (6) resumes.  The effect of an export tax or subsidy on depletion Nt depends on substitution in 

an expression similar to (10).     

The effects of tariffs and subsidies on outputs are captured by their price effects.  For 

instance, the effect of a change in the export price on its output,  

  x1t′/p1′ = (2aK2taL2tSKwt – aK2t
2SLnt – aL2t

2SKrt) + x1t′,              (13) 

includes the presumed underlying negative trend x1t′ in (8).  Expressions for x2t′/p1′, x1t′/p2′, and 

x2t′/p2′ are similar.  There is a presumption outputs are concave in price changes but factor 

supplies shift clouding the result.  Regardless of the transitory effects, the underlying trends 

would resume.        

A depletion tax raises the price nt of the resource to (1 + tN)nt as an input in production, 

lowering its cost minimizing unit inputs.  Resource demand falls lowering the level of depletion 

Nt.  The resource owner receives a smaller payment and sells less of the resource.  At the higher 

price, there is a larger evolving decrease in depletion Nt′ from (7).    Changes in the capital return 

and wage in (6) are amplified with labor benefiting from the shift toward import competing 

production.  Stronger substitution SLr of labor relative to the falling price of capital favors this shift 

in production, as do a lower saving rate σ and higher labor growth rate λ.   

9.  Simulated time paths  

 The following simulations illustrate time paths over ten time periods with the log linear 

Cobb-Douglas production functions,  
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x1t = K1t
0.6L1t

0.1N1t
0.3         (14) 

x2t = K2t
0.4L2t

0.5N2t
0.1 .  

The factor intensity condition (4) holds across the present simulations implying the rising wage 

and falling capital return in (6).   

Exogenous world prices of the two goods are p1 = p2 = 0.  The saving rate is  = 0.25 and 

labor growth rate  = 0.01.  Initial values of capital and labor are K1 = 100,000 and L1 = 100.  

Assuming the resource price n1 = 24 implies the level of depletion N1 = 9.5 in the initial 

equilibrium.  Variables are rescaled for presentation in the Figures.      

The resource price rises according to nt+1 = (1 + rt)nt determining depletion Nt+1.  The 

baseline economy in Figure 2 trends toward production of import competing good 2 as depletion 

Nt decreases at a decreasing rate.  Income Yt falls but only slightly as the rising wage wt and 

resource price nt nearly offset the declining capital return rt.  The level of trade falls as the 

economy faces a bleak future depleting its resource.   

* Figure 2 * 

 Figures 3 presents the more frugal scenario of a higher saving rate  = 0.40 and lower 

labor growth rate  = 0.005.  Export production x1t increases as investment more than offsets the 

slower decline in depletion Nt.  Import competing production x2t expands but more slowly than in 

Figure 2.  Trends for the wage wt and capital return rt are identical to those in Figure 2 due to the 

factor price equalization property for those two factors.  Income Yt increases as does 

consumption of each good and perhaps the level of trade.     

* Figure 3 *  

Figure 4 illustrates the effects of a depletion tax tN = 10% in period 4 on the baseline 

economy of Figure 2.  Depletion Nt falls as the resource price rises to 1.1nt along the higher 
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depletion trend.  Resource intensive output x1t and the capital return rt both fall before resuming 

negative trends.  The wage wt and labor intensive output x2t increase as labor and capital are 

released from export production.  There is a negative effect on income due to any tax or subsidy 

with the decreasing trend in the baseline economy of Figure 2 resumes.      

* Figure 4 * 

Figure 5 shows the effects of an import tariff of t = 10% on the baseline economy in Figure 

2.  The tariff reinforces underlying trends in the wage wt and capital return rt.  Depletion Nt and 

export production x1t both fall to lower trends as import competing output x2t jumps to a higher 

trend.  An export tax lowers the price received by firms in the industry and has similar effects on 

the economy.       

* Figure 5 * 

 Figure 6 shows the effects of an export subsidy of 5%.  Export production x1t jumps with 

depletion Nt as both overshoot new trends.  Production of import competing x2t and the wage wt 

similarly overshoot.  The effects of the export subsidy weaken the following period at t = 5 and 

reverse at t = 6 before resuming new trends at t = 7 as the rising resource price nt overcomes the 

higher export price.  The capital return rt rises temporarily before resuming its decline, 

accounting for the negligible change in the resource price nt.        

* Figure 6 * 

10.  Alternative assumptions on depletion 

The assumption of a constant depletion rate is justified due to the simplicity it affords 

partial equilibrium analysis.  A fraction α of the resource stock St is depleted each period 

according to Nt = αSt.  The condition (Nt/St)′ = 0 implies Nt′ = -αNt in a condition added to the 

system (3) to allow the endogenous nt′.  A higher depletion rate α would imply higher Nt′, nt′, and 
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rt′, but lower wt′.  A higher saving rate σ raises capital growth and wt′ but lowers rt′ and nt′ as 

capital replaces the resource in export production.  Higher labor growth  would result in lower 

wt′ but higher rt′ and nt′.  Other evolving changes depend on substitution.  Taxes on imports and 

exports have the unambiguous expected output effects.  The other effects, however, are not 

simplified relative to the optimal depletion model.  

A tragedy of the commons implies the resource is priced at marginal extraction cost Et.  

Constant Et implies nt′ = 0 eliminating rtnt from the exogenous vector in (3).  The constant 

resource price implies wt and rt are also constant.  The evolving export production in (8) simplifies 

to x1t′ = (aL2tσYt – aK2tλLt)aKLt
-1.  A higher saving rate and lower labor growth rate favor export 

production x1t and reduced import competing production in x2t′ = (aK1tλLt – aL2tσYt)aKLt
-1.  

Depletion increases according to Nr′ = jaNrtxjt′ = (aNLtσYt + aNKtλLt)aKLt
-1 > 0 reflecting the tragedy.  

Income rises due to the gains from competition according to Yt′ = wtLt′ + rtKt′ + ntNt′ = [(wtaKLt + 

aNKt)λLt + (rtaKLt + aNLt)σYt]aKLt
-1 > 0.  Increasing marginal extraction cost as a function of the 

resource stock leads properties similar.     

A myopic resource owner maximizes immediate profit disregarding the asset value of the 

resource stock setting marginal revenue Rt equal to marginal extraction cost Et.  Total resource 

revenue ntNt implies Rt = (ntNt)′/Nt′ = nt + Ntnt′/Nt′ = Et and nt′ = Nt′(Et – nt)/Nt.  The resource price 

nt has to be greater than Et implying nt and Nt move in opposite directions.  The myopic resource 

owner suffers a falling share of income.  

11.  Conclusion 

In the present setting, depletion of the nonrenewable resource diminishes as the small 

open economy trends away from resource intensive export.  In spite of the declining gains from 

trade, income can increase due to investment given the flexibility in outputs and factor prices.  
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Taxes on import, export, and depletion bump factor prices but underlying trends resume.  An 

export subsidy causes opposite factor price shifts overshooting the resumed trends.     

Possible extensions and applications of the present model include an endogenous rate of 

saving depending on the level of income.  Saving behavior could also depend on intertemporal 

utility maximization for the two goods.  The growth rate of labor could be allowed to decrease in 

income.  Capital goods could be separated in production, or as a separate import.  Depletion and 

trade with an exogenous international capital return could be analyzed.  The resource could be 

renewable, leading to conditions that would sustain a perpetual stock.  Two large economies 

would lead to improved terms of trade for the resource intensive exporter.  Simulations with 

flexible production functions allowing variation in factor shares of income would lead to varied 

time paths.  The minimal saving rate to maintain income can be estimated, and the long term 

effects of taxes and subsidies simulated.        
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Figure 2.  Baseline Cobb-Douglas production 
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Figure 1.  Production and Trade 
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Figure 3.  Rising income with high saving and low labor growth 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  10% depletion tax in the baseline economy 
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Figure 5.  10% import tariff  

 

 

 

Figure 7.  Overshooting with a 5% export subsidy  


